‘Let’s get Quizical’ Queen’s Park Trail
Walk suitable for 6 years of age and below:
Start at the main building and cafe:
1) What type of bird lives at the cafe?
Look across at the play area:
2) What type of insect lives at the fort?
Walk in front of the pavilion and behind the
children's play area to find the RED PATH with
the number 33 and follow it:
3) What does the first sign you come to tell you to do?
4) What type of tree is the path named after?
5) How many butterflies can you find on the wooden
sculpture?
Turn right at the end of the path and follow the RED PATH
with the number 6:
6) What does the sign tell you to look out for?
Follow the signs for the BLUE PATH and continue along it:
7) What insect on the wooden sculpture can you also find at
the fort?
8) What colour arrow would take you back in the direction you
came from?
Continue along BLUE PATH with the number 31, turn right at
the tree in the middle of the path:
9) What animals are sitting here and how many are there?

Longer Walk suitable for 6 years of age and
above:
Start at the main building:
1) What type of bird lives at the cafe?
Look across at the play area:
2) What type of insect lives at the fort?
Walk in front of the pavilion and behind the children's play
area to find the PATH marked with a post with the number
33 (RED PATH) and follow it:
3) What does the first sign you come to tell you to do?

Follow the signs for the BLUE PATH and continue
along it:
7) What insect on the wooden sculpture can you also find at the
fort?
8) What colour arrow would take you back in the direction you
came from?
Continue along the BLUE PATH through the woods.
When you come to the end of this path, turn left.
You will see a wooden post and a hut for sheltering
directly in front of you.
9) What does the writing on the side of the post tell you to do?
Walk across the open space towards a gravel path in front of you
going down hill. At the beginning of the gravel path you will see
another wooden post:
10) What does the writing on the side of the post facing you tell
you to do?
Continue down the gravel path and turn left at the end. Follow
the path towards the pond, passed the wood storage area on the
right.
11) What does the danger sign tell you on the fence to the
compound on your right?
Continue to walk towards the pond. You will see a wooden
sculpture on your left:
12) What type of insect is shown on the carving?
13) How many different types of bird can you see on the pond?
Walk around the pond towards the information board in front
of the pond. Look at the 'History of Queen's Park' information
board and answer the following questions:
14) How many cottagers lived along the banks of the River Stour?
15) When was the golf course opened?
16) When was the original golf pavilion clubhouse demolished?
At the information board continue up the hill passed the
benches beside the pond on your left. Half way up the hill,
opposite the post with the red and white square, turn left and
follow the path through the woods. At the end of the path you
will see a wooden sculpture:
17) What is the bird in the sculpture?
Continue to walk passed the sculpture. Look to your left to check
for golfers taking shots, and when safe to do so, walk directly
ahead to the gravel path where you have just come from. At the
top of this path you will see an information post.
18) What does the post tell you to do?
Continue directly ahead and turn right at the post with the
arrows. Just before the woods, look to your left at a white sign
with information for golfers:
19) How long is the 18th hole?
Continue through the woods and follow the BLUE PATH, turn left
back towards the pavilion. Walk passed the fox sculpture:
20) What is a female fox called?

4) What type of tree is the path named after?

ANSWERS: 1) Woodpecker 2) Beetle 3) pick up after your dog 4) oak 5) five 6) golf balls
7) beetle – an extra point for stag beetle 8) green 9) foxes - three

Turn right at the end of the path and follow RED PATH and
post No 6:
6) What does the sign tell you to look out for?

ANSWERS 1) woodpecker 2) beetle 3) pick up after your dog 4) oak 5) five 6) golf balls
7) beetle – an extra point for stag beetle 8) green 9) look out for golfers taking shots from the
left 10) look out for golfers taking shots from the right 11) danger, deep water 12) dragon fly
13) birds could include: seagulls, ducks, moor hens and a heron 14) eighty-nine 15) 1905
16) 1965 17) woodpecker 18) look out for golfers taking shots from the right 19) 323 yards
20) vixen

5) How many butterflies can you find on the wooden
sculpture?

www.bournemouth.gov.uk/queenspark

